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UNIT I  -  INTRODUCTION 
 
Basic Elements – Types of Electric Drives – factors influencing the choice of electrical 

drives – heating and cooling curves – Loading conditions and classes of duty – Selection of 

power rating for drive motors with regard to thermal overloading and Load variation factors. 

PART – A 

Q.No Questions 
BT 

Level 
Competence 

1. Define Electric Drives. BTL 1 Remember 

2. Name the basic elements of Electric Drives. BTL 1 Remember 

3. Write the classification of Electric Drives and 

explain shortly with examples. 
BTL 3 Apply 

4. Illustrate the continuous rating of a motor. BTL 3 Apply 

5. Discuss about overload current capability of motor. 
BTL 2 Understand 

6. Design the block diagram of an Electrical drive system. BTL 6 Create 

7. Give the examples where continuous duty at constant load 

is 

required. 

BTL 2 Understand 

8. Point out the factors influencing the choice of electric 
drives. 

BTL 1 Remember 

9. Show the expression for thermal overload factor. BTL 3 Apply 

10. List the factors to be considered for the selection of 

electrical 

drives. 

BTL 1 Remember 

11. Give the necessity of power rating. BTL 2 Understand 

12. Deduce the heating and cooling curve and write down 

its equations. 
BTL 5 Evaluate 

13. List the classes of duty for an electric motor and explain 

any 

three. 

BTL 1 Remember 

14. What happens if the motor is selected at highest load 

handling capacity at continuous duty variable? 
BTL 6 Create 

15. List the assumptions for heating and cooling calculation. BTL 1 
 

Remember 
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16. Point out the advantages of electrical drives. BTL 4 Analyze 

17. Give the formulae for computing power requirement for 

a linear movement. 
BTL 2 Understand 

18. Summarize short time rating. BTL 5 Evaluate 

19. Explain Heating time constant and cooling time constant. BTL 4 Analyze 

20. Explain the factors that affect the power rating and size 

of electric drives. 
BTL 4 Analyze 

PART – B 

1. 

(i) Explain the various factors which decide the choice of 

an electronic device for industrial application. (6)                    

(ii) Discuss different classes of duty cycle. (7)                         

BTL 4 
 
 

BTL 4 

Analyze 

2. Explain various classes of motor duties. (13)                        BTL 4 Analyze 

3. 
Explain heating and cooling curves of motor and obtain 

expression for maximum temperature attained. (13)                 
BTL 4 Analyze 

4. 

(i) Give the relationship between temperature rise and time is an 

exponential function. (8)                   

(ii) The enclosure of a 10 KW motor is equivalent to a 

cylinder of 70 cm diameter and 100 cm length. The motor 

wt 500 Kg assuming that specific heat is 700 J/kg/°C and 

the peripheral surface of the enclosure of the motor alone is 

capable of heat dissipation of 12.5 W/m2/°C. Calculate the 

heating constant of the motor and its final temperature rise. 

Assume the efficiency of the motor as 90%. (5)                

BTL 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BTL 3 

        Apply 
 
 
 
 
 
 
        Apply 

5. 

Derive the expression for a thermal model of motor for 

heating and cooling. Also draw the heating and cooling curve. 

(13)                                                                                                      
BTL 2 Understand 

6. 

(i) The temperature rise of a motor when operating for 

25min on full load is 25⁰c and becomes 40⁰c when the 

motor operates for another 25min on the same load. Predict 

heating time constant and steady state temperature rise. (7)                                               

(ii) Describe the method of estimating equivalent 

continuous power rating of a motor for short time load 

applications. (6)    

BTL 2 
 
 
 
 

BTL 2 

Understand 
 
 
 
 

Understand 

7. 

(i)  Tabulate the merits and demerits of ac and dc drives. (7) 

(ii) State and list the disadvantages of using a motor of 

wrong rating. (6)                                                                                     

BTL 5 
 
 

BTL 5 

 
 

Evaluate 

8. 

Explain the thermal model of an electric motor for              

(i) heating the electric motor when starting from cold (ii) 

cooling the electric motor when it is switched off from the 

mains. (13)                                                                             

BTL  4 

 
Analyze 
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9. 

(i) A constant speed drive operating at a speed 500rpm has 

a cyclic loading as given below.                                           

200Nm for 10minutes 300 Nm for 20 minutes 150 Nm for 

20 minutes. No load for 10 minutes. Estimate power rating 

of the motor.                                                        (7) 

(ii) The10minutes rating of a motor used in domestic mixer 

is200watts.The heating time constant is 40 minutes and the 

maximum efficiency occurs at full load (continuous). 

Develop the continuous rating.                            (6)                                                        

BTL 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BTL 2 

 
Understand 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Understand 

10

. 

(i) Tabulate D.C and A.C drives. (7)                                   

 

(ii) The temperature rise of motor after operating for 30 

minutes on full loadis20⁰c and after another 30 

minutes30⁰c on the same load. Find the final temperature 

rise and time constant. (6)                                                                            

BTL 1 
 
 
 

BTL 1 

 
Remember 

 
 
 
 

Remember 

11

. 

Describe the selection of motor rating for continuous duty 

load. (13)                                                                                     BTL 1 
 

Remember 

12

. 

Discuss about different types of electric drives and its 

applications to industry.                                                 (13)                                                     BTL 1 Remember 

13

. 

Describe the factors governing the selection of motors. (13) 
BTL 1 

 
Remember 

14

. 

(i) Illustrate the choice of selection of the motor for 

different loads.                                                                                 

(ii) Explain the different types of loading of drives.        (6) 

BTL 6 
 
 

BTL 6 

 
Create 

PART– C 

 

1. 

Explain  the  selection  of  drive  motor  for  suitable 

application,  with  the  duty cycle, commercial availability 

and enclosure type.                                                          (15)                                                      BTL 6 Create 

 

2. 

(i) Formulate the method of estimating equivalent 

continuous power rating of a motor for short time load 

application.                                                                       (7)  

(ii) Generalize, for an electric motor, the relationship 

between temperature rise and time is an exponential 

function.                                                     (8) 

BTL 5 
 
 

BTL 5 

Evaluate 
 
 

Evaluate 

 

3. 

Selection of drives depends on the purpose for which they 

are meant for .Explain this statement with suitable 

examples.                                                         (15) 

 
BTL 6 Create 

 

4. 

Explain the selection of power rating for drive motors 

with regard to thermal overloading and load variation 

factors.                                                           (15) 

 
BTL 5 

 
Evaluate 
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UNIT-II DRIVE MOTOR CHARACTERISTICS 

Mechanical characteristics – Speed-Torque characteristics of various types of load and drive 

motors – Braking of Electrical motors – DC motors: Shunt, series and compound - single 

phase and three phase induction motors. 

PART-A 
1. Define various components of load torque. BTL 1 Remember 

2. Deduce the speed-torque characteristics of high speed hoist 
and traction load. 

BTL 5 Evaluate 

3. Explain the methods of braking of electric motors. BTL 4 Analyze 

4. Define electric braking and its classifications. BTL 1 Remember 

5. Differentiate Mechanical and Electrical Braking. BTL 2 Understand 

6. Describe the necessity of braking. BTL 1 Remember 

7. Design the speed-torque characteristics for dynamic 

braking operation of DC series motor. BTL 6 

 
Create 

8. Define Regenerative braking in DC Motor. BTL 1 Remember 

9. Point out the braking methods employed in a DC 

separately excited motor. 
BTL 4 

 
Analyze 

10

. 

Tell about single phasing. BTL 1 Remember 

11

. 
Mention the various types of electrical machines. BTL 2 Understand 

12

. 
Design the mechanical (or) speed –torque characteristics 

of all type of DC Motors. BTL 6 

 
Create 

13

. 

Deduce how differential compound motors are not used 

in practical. 
BTL 5 Evaluate 

14

. 
Why DC shunt motor is termed as constant speed motor?  

BTL 2 
 

Understand 

15

. 
Draw speed torque characteristics during regenerative 

braking of induction motor. 
BTL 6 

 
Create 

16

. 
A 6 pole three phase induction motor operating on a 50 Hz 

supply has rotor emf frequency as 2Hz. Calculate slip 

and the rotor speed. 

BTL 3 

 
Apply 

17

. 

List the types of single phase induction motor. BTL 3 Apply 

18

. 

Predict the torque-slip characteristics of a three phase 

squirrel cage induction motor. BTL 2 

 
Understand 

19

. 

Explain the term Plugging in three phase induction motor. BTL 4 Analyze 

20

. 

How slip-ring induction motor is advanced over squirrel cage 

induction motor? BTL 1 

 
Remember 

        PART-B 

 

1. 

i) For drives classify the types of load torques available 

and sketch few speed torques curves of typical leads. (7) 

ii) Explain the four quadrant operation of a motor driving 

a hoist. (6) 

BTL 3 
 
 

BTL 3 

 

 

Apply 
 
 

 
 

2. 

Deduce the speed - torque characteristics of different types 

of load with graph. (13) 

BTL 5  
Evaluate 
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3. 

What are the different electrical braking methods used in 

shunt, series and compound motors? Explain it. (13) 
BTL 4  

Analyze 

4. 

Explain the modifications of speed torque characteristics 

of a DC shunt motor of the following (i) with increase in 

armature resistance (ii) by field weakening. (13) 

BTL  4  
Analyze 

 

5. 

Explain in detail about any two methods of braking in DC 

machines.  (13) 

BTL 4  
Analyze 

 

6. 

Explain different electrical braking methods used in 

electrical drive and explain the method applied to dc shunt 

motor. (13)   

BTL 3  

Apply 

 

7. 

Discuss in detail the speed - torque characteristics of a 

separately excited DC motor. (13) BTL  2 Understand 

 

8. 

(i) Label the mechanic characteristic of DC series motor 

from electrical characteristic. (7)                                                       

(ii) Describe the dynamic braking of DC shunt motor with 

the required diagram and equations. (6)                                          

BTL 1 
 
 

BTL 1 

Remember 
 
 

Remember 

9. Discuss in detail about the characteristics of DC shunt 

motors. (13)                                                                           

BTL  2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Understand 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

10. 

Design the mechanical characteristics of DC series and DC 

Compound motor. (13)                                                                 
BTL 6 

 
Create 

 

11. 

Explain the method of regenerative and dynamic braking of 

DC Motor.  (13)                                                                          BTL 1 
 

Remember 

12. 
Discuss about the speed-torque characteristics of three 

phase induction motor with necessary equation. (13)                         BTL 2 
 

Understand 

13. 
Describe how an induction motor is brought to stop by (i) 

Plugging and (ii) dynamic braking. (13)                                  BTL 1 
 

Remember 

14. 
Explain the torque slip and speed torque characteristics of 

three phase induction motor. (13)                                                BTL 1 
 

Remember 

 
PART-C 

1. 

Explain the characteristics mechanical characteristics of the 

motor suitable for cranes and hoist drives and compare that 

motor with other commercially available motors.                                                                           

(15) 
BTL 6 

 
Create 

2. 

Analyze  how  armature  current  and  speed  of  a  

separately excited  motor  will  be  affected  when  halving  

the  armature voltage and field current with load torque 

remaining constant.                    

                                                                                         (15) 

BTL 6 

 
 
 

Create 

3. 

Explain the different types of braking of three phase 

induction motors.                                                                     (15) BTL 5 
 

Evaluate 

4. 

Discuss  why  single  phase  induction  motors  do  not  have  

a starting torque.                                                                (15) BTL 5 
 

Evaluate 
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UNIT-III STARTING METHODS 

Types of D.C Motor starters – Typical control circuits for shunt and series motors – Three phase 

squirrel cage and slip ring induction motors. 
PART-A 

1. 
Define the basic principles of primary resistance starter used 

in 3 phase induction motor. 
 

BTL 1 
Remember 

2. Name the types of DC motor starter. BTL 1 Remember 

3. Identify the drawback in three point starter. BTL 1 Remember 

4. List the types of starter used in slip ring induction motor. BTL 1 Remember 

5. 
Name the types of starter suitable for three phase squirrel 

cage induction motor. 
BTL 1 Remember 

6. Describe the various methods of speed control in DC motor. BTL 1 Remember 

7. 
What are all the protective devices are used in a dc/ac motor 
starter? BTL 2 Understand 

8. Why DC motors should not be started without DC starters. BTL2 Understand 

9. 
Describe the advantages of three phase slip ring induction 

motor. BTL2 Understand 

10

. 
Discuss the need of starter for AC motor. 

BTL 2 Understand 

11

. 

Draw the equivalent circuit diagram of three phase slip ring 

induction motor. BTL3 Apply 

12

. 

Point out the type of induction motor which produces 

highest starting torque. BTL 3 Apply 

    13. 
Illustrate the rotor resistance starter only suitable for slip 

ring induction motor. BTL 3 Apply 

14. Analyze the protective devices in a DC motor starter. BTL 4 Analyze 

15 Contrast the advantage of four point starter over three point 

starter. BTL 4 Analyze 

16. Classify the two types of rotor of three phase induction 

motor. 
BTL4 Analyze 

17. Recommend the necessity of starter for a dc motor. BTL5 Evaluate 

18. Compare the difference between the three point and four 

point starters. BTL5 Evaluate 

19. Formulate the objective of rotor resistance starter. BTL 6 Create 

20. Design the basic automatic starter arrangement for shunt 

motor starting. 

BTL6 Create 

PART-B 

1. Examine and draw the typical control circuit for starting the 

DC shunt and series motor. (13) 

 

BTL 1 Remember 

2. Describe with neat diagram any two starter used to 

start squirrel cage induction motors. (13) 

 

BTL 1 Remember 
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3. Examine the operation of four point starter with the neat 

diagram. Also mention the advantages of this over a three 

point starter. (13)                                                                                  
BTL 1 Remember 

4. (i) Describe the operation of suitable starter for three phase 

slip ring induction motor. (7)                                                       

(ii) Draw the control circuit for DOL starter. (6) 
BTL 1 Remember 

5. (i) With a neat sketch, summarize the operation of a 
three point starter used for starting a dc motor. (7) 

 (ii) Estimate the operation of a rotor resistance starter 

used in slip ring induction motor. (6) 
 

BTL 2 Understand 

6. Describe the different starting methods employed in a 

three phase squirrel cage induction motor.  (13)                               
BTL2 Understand 

7. Discuss the various types of starter used in three phase 

induction motor. (13)                                                                               BTL2 Understand 

8. Explain DOL, auto transformer, star delta starter for AC 

motor.      BTL 3 Apply 

9. Discuss in detail about different control circuits used in 

series motor. (13)                                                                                    BTL 3 Apply 

10. Explain the working of a three phase slip ring induction 

motor starter using frequency sensing relay. (13)                               BTL 4 Analyze 

11. Analyze the theory of three point and four point starter. (13) 

         

BTL 4 Analyze 

12. Explain with diagram auto transformer starter for three 

phase induction motor. (13)                                                            BTL 4 Analyze 

13. (i) With the help of neat circuit diagram, conclude the 

working of star – delta starter. (7)                                                        

(ii) A  three  phase  induction  motor  has  a  ratio  of  

maximum torque  to  full  load  torque  a 2.5:1.a The rotor 

resistance and standstill   reactance   per   phase   are   0.4   

ohm   and   4   ohm respectively. Determine the ratio of 

starting torque to full load torque, if a star – delta starter is 

used. (6)                              

 

 

 

BTL 5 

 

 

 

Evaluate 

14. Brief discuss about the need for starter in an induction motor 
and its different types. (13)                                                    

BTL 6 Create 

 
PART-C 

1.  (i) Comment about the significance of back emf in DC 

motor. (7) 

(ii) The full load efficiency and the power factor of a 10kW, 

 440V 3Φ induction motor are 80% and 0.8 lag 

respectively. The blocked rotor line current is 50A at 

220V. Calculate the ratio of starting to full load current, if 

the motor is provided with a star-delta starter. Neglect the 

magnetizing current. (8)            

BTL 6 Create 
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2. Sketch a schematic circuit diagram of a direct on line 

starter for a three phase IM and explain its working. 

Show in case study how the protection against over load 

works. (15) 

BTL 6 Create 

3. Illustrate  s t a r t i n g  methods  for  a  three  induction  

motor  and explain its working. (15) BTL 5 Evaluate 

4. Explain in detail about three point and four point starters 

with neat sketch. (15) BTL 5 Evaluate 

UNIT-IV- CONVENTIONAL AND SOLID STATE SPEED CONTROL 

OF D.C.DRIVES 

Speed control of DC series and shunt motors – Armature and field control, Ward- 

Leonard control system - Using controlled rectifiers and DC choppers –applications. 

PART - A 

1. Name the disadvantages of armature resistance method 

of speed control in dc shunt motor. 

 
BTL 1 Remember 

2. List the application of chopper fed DC drives. BTL 1 Remember 

3. Identify the limitation of field control. BTL 1 Remember 

4. Name the main application of Ward Leonard system. BTL 1 Remember 

5. When ward Leonard speed control is used. BTL 1 Remember 

6. Describe the slip power recovery. BTL 1 Remember 

7. Summarize the various parameters that control the speed 

of the DC motor. 
BTL 2 Understand 

8. Illustrate self commutated devices are preferred over 

thyristors for chopper circuits. BTL2 Understand 

9. Give the applications of DC drives. BTL2 Understand 

10. Predict the advantage of ward Leonard control system. 
BTL 2 Understand 

11. Draw the block diagram of phase controlled rectifier fed 

DC drives. BTL3 Apply 

12. Examine the time ratio control. BTL 3 Apply 

13. Illustrate the DC chopper. BTL 3 Apply 

14. Point out the various methods of speed control in DC 

motors. BTL 4 Apply 

15. Analyze the block diagram of phase controlled  rectifier 

fed DC motor. BTL 4 Analyze 

16. What are the advantages of series motor? BTL4 Analyze 

17. Evaluate the limitation of field control in DC motor. BTL5 Evaluate 

18. What are the four quadrants in DC drives? BTL5 Evaluate 

19. Draw the speed torque characteristics of DC series motor 

by armature resistance method. BTL 6 Create 

20. Design the basic circuit for chopper controlled separately 

excited DC motor drive. 

BTL6 Create 
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PART - B 

1. 
Describe about the armature and field control methods 

applied to dc motor.  (13)                                                       

BTL 1 Remember 

2. 

(i) With neat diagram, Examine the operation of two 

quadrant DC chopper fed drive. (7)  

(ii) List the characteristics of class A, B, C, D and E 

chopper drives. (6) 

BTL 1 Remember 

3. 
Explain the procedure for speed control of DC shunt motor 

using armature control method. (13) 

BTL 1 Remember 

4. 

(i) With the block diagram, examine the operation of 

armature and field control of DC motor drive using 

controlled rectifiers. (9)                                                         

(ii) Name the different flux control methods adopted for DC 

series motor. (4)                                                                    

BTL 1 Remember 

5. 

(i) Summarize how armature current and speed of a dc 

separately excited motor will be affected when halving 

the armature voltage and field current with load torque 

remaining constant. (6)                                                        

(ii) Describe the operation of a conventional ward 

Leonard speed control system for a DC separately 

excited motor. (7) 

BTL 2 Understand 

6. 

(i) Discuss and draw the operation of a speed control of a 

dc shunt motor by a single phase fully controlled converter 

for the continuous motor current. (7)                                           

(ii) Describe the operation of a two quadrant type A 

chopper fed separately excited dc motor drive. (6)                              

BTL2 Understand 

7. 
Explain about the operation of the Ward Leonard control 

system with neat sketches. (13) BTL2 Understand 

8. 
(i) Write short notes on DC chopper. (8) 

(ii)Explain the control of speed control of DC drives. (7) BTL 3 Apply 

9. 
Examine the operation of single phase full converter fed 

separately excited DC motor drive. (13)                                BTL 3 Apply 

10. 
With the neat circuit diagram, explain chopper fed four 

quadrant dc drives. (13)                                                       
BTL 4 Analyze 

11. 

(i) Analyze the circuit of a single phase full wave 

controlled rectifier for DC drives.  Explain its operation 

with necessary waveform diagrams. (7)                                                        

(ii) A dc shunt motor draws a current of 50 A from a 

supply of 440V and runs at 900 rpm. The field resistance 

is 100 ohms and field voltage is 440 V .The armature 

resistances is 0.3 ohm. A chopper is used to control the 

speed in the range 300 to 600 rpm. While the torque 

remains the same. The ON period of the chopper is 

4ms.Determine the chopper frequencies at 300 rpm and at 

600 rpm. (6) 

 

BTL 4 Analyze 
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12. 
Explain the speed control of a DC shunt motor using 

three phase fully controlled rectifier. (13)                                        
BTL 4 Analyze 

13. 

Evaluate first quadrant chopper control of separately 

excited motor for continuous conduction. (13)                                  BTL 5 Evaluate 

14. 

(i ) Formulate the voltage control strategies employed in 

DC chopper drives. (7)                                                                 

(ii) A 220 V ,1200 rpm ,1Ф full converter fed separately 

excited DC motor having a armature resistances and 

current of 0.25 Ω  and 40 A respectively .For the delay 

angle of 30 degree, Find the speed of the motor .Consider 

motor constant Фa = 0.18 N/rpm. (6)                                                            

BTL 6 Create 

PART - C 

1. 

Analyse the 1Φ fully controlled converter fed separately 

excited DC motor drive for the firing angle delay α=60° at 

continuous current flow from source to load. (15)                
BTL 6 Create 

2. 
Explain the closed speed control of DC motor in above and 

below the rated speed with the block diagram.  (15)                BTL 6 Create 

3. 

Illustrate 3Φ fully controlled converter fed separately 

excited DC motor for different firing angle delay in both 

rectification and inversion modes of operation. (15)                              
BTL 5 Evaluate 

4. 
Explain with neat circuit diagram; explain chopper fed 

four quadrant dc drives.  (15)                                                        
BTL 4 Analyze 

UNIT-V CONVENTIONAL AND SOLID STATE SPEED CONTROL OF A.C. 

DRIVES 

 

Speed control of three phase induction motor-Voltage control, Voltage/ frequency control, 

Slip power recovery scheme- Using inverters and AC voltage regulators-Applications. 

PART-A 

1. 
List the various speed control methods used in A.C motors. BTL 1 

Remember 

2. List the different types of slip power recovery schemes. BTL 1 Remember 

3. 
List out the advantage of slip power recovery scheme 

speed control of AC motor. 

BTL 1 Remember 

4. 
   Name the power modulators (converters) used for V/f 

control of three phase induction motor. 
BTL 1 Remember 

5. List the various conventional speed control methods used 

in induction motors. 

BTL 1 Remember 

6. 
State the applications where stator voltage control 

employed for three phase induction motors. 
BTL 1 Remember 

7. Give some of the points about V/f control. BTL 2 Understand 
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8. 
Summarize the advantages of V/f control of three-phase 

induction motors. 

BTL2 Understand 

9. Describe about cascaded method of speed control. BTL2 Understand 

10. Give the speed equation of an induction motor. BTL 2 Understand 

11. 
Rotor resistance control technique cannot be used for cage 

induction motor- Justify. 

BTL3 Apply 

12. List out the drawbacks of rectifier fed DC drives. BTL 3 Apply 

13. List the variable frequency AC drive applications BTL 3 Apply 

14. 
Point out the advantages of static Kramer system, over 

static 

Scherbius system? 

BTL 4 Analyze 

15 Compare 120° and 180° inverter mode. BTL 4 Analyze 

16. Explain the function of an inverter. BTL4 Analyze 

17. 
Summarize the advantages of slip power recovery scheme 

of controlling the speed of induction motor. 

BTL5 Evaluate 

18. 
Summarize the advantages of solid state control of ac 

drives. 

BTL5 Evaluate 

19. Design the block diagram of conventional scherbius 

system. 

BTL 6 Create 

20. Write about VVVF and mention some of its advantages. BTL6 Create 

PART-B 

1. 

Describe the solid state stator voltage control technique for 

the speed control of three phase induction motor. (13) 

BTL 1 Remember 

2. 
Describe   the   slip   power   recovery   control   of slip   

ring induction motor. (13)                                                   
BTL 1 Remember 

3. 
Explain the rotor resistance control employed in 3ϕ 

induction motor.  (13)                                                           

BTL 1 Remember 

4. 

Describe the following solid state methods of controlling 

speed of 3ϕ IM with suitable schematic diagrams  

(i) Cyclo converter static scherbius drive. (7)                                 

(ii) Static Kramer drive. (6)                                            

BTL 1 Remember 

5. 

Discuss in detail how the speed of 3ϕ induction motor be 

controlled using an ac voltage controller. Is it possible to 

have electrical braking such an arrangement. (13)             
BTL 2 Understand 

6. 

(i) Summarize  the  advantages  and  disadvantages  of  ac 

voltage  controller  fed  3ϕ  IM  drive  when  compared  to 

inverter fed drives. 

 (ii) With suitable schematic diagrams, explain the DC link 

Scherbius drive. (6)                                                              

BTL2 Understand 

7. 

(i) Describe the pole changing method of speed control 

for a squirrel cage IM. (7)          

(ii) Describe the stator voltage variation method of a 

wound rotor IM. (6) 

BTL2 Understand 
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8. 
What are the speed control methods available to control 

speed from rotor side? (13) BTL 3 Apply 

9. 

Sketch and explain the circuit, using thyristor controller, to 

control the speed of a 3ϕ IM by varying the stator voltage. 

Mention the merits and demerits of this method. Also 

sketch and explain the torque-speed characteristics when 

stator voltage control is used. (13)                                                  

BTL 3 Apply 

10. 
Explain the static scherbius drive which provides speeds 

below and above synchronous speed. (13)                              BTL 4 Analyze 

11. 
Explain the constant torque and constant power mode of 

operation of voltage source  inverter  fed  induction  motor 

drive with necessary diagrams. (13)                                        

BTL 4 Analyze 

12. 
Explain the speed control of a 3ф IM using 3ф bridge 

inverter – 120°  mode of conduction. (13)                             
BTL 4 Analyze 

13. 
Explain the pole changing, stator frequency variation 

methods for controlling the speed of AC motor? (13)            
BTL 5 Evaluate 

14. 

(i) Writehowthespeedofa3ϕ induction motor can be 

controlled by varying its stator voltage. (6)                                            

(ii) With a simple block diagram explain the operation of a 

variable voltage variable frequency (VVVF) inverter 

fedinduction motor drive. (7)                                                     

BTL 6 Create 

 
PART-C 

1. 
Design  a  cyclo-converter  fed  induction  motor  drive  

for Variable frequency operation. (15)                                       BTL 6 Create 

2. 
Design a closed speed control of induction motor drive 

with constant v/f control strategy. (15)                                           BTL 6 Create 

3. 
Explain any two speed control methods of three phase 

induction motor. (15) BTL 5 Evaluate 

4. 

Explain the concatenation operation of three phase 

induction motors. Hence derive the speed experienced for 

the cascaded set. (15)                                                                                  
BTL 5 Evaluate 
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